June 4, 2021
Welcome again to BOOKBEAT, a monthly newsletter about Hawai‘i books focusing on Mutual
titles.

FEATURED BOOK
THINKING OF SELLING YOUR HOUSE OR BUYING ONE?
How to Buy and Sell Your Home in Hawai‘i is a comprehensive, easy-to-read guide by Real
Estate agent Frances Britten chock full of advice, tips, and key strategies to follow as a buyer
or seller. Available now and on sale throughout the month of June!
Order your copy now for $14.99 (retail $22.95)
7 x 9 in • 304 pp • softcover
Have you covered all the bases before buying or selling your
residence?
Using everyday language, How to Buy and Sell Your Home in
Hawai‘i provides all the advice and information needed to
participate in Hawai‘i’s exciting, challenging—and potentially
very profitable—real estate market.
Whether a buyer, a seller, or both, author Frances Britten shares how to avoid problems by
“doing it right in the first place,” as well as clear-cut, no-nonsense information on how to
handle the unexpected.
Every chapter is packed with legitimate, practical, and usable strategies for winning in Hawai‘i’s
increasingly complex—and expensive—residential market. There are incredibly helpful tips on
how to make intelligent, educated, financial decisions so the Islands’ pricey homes will fit your
budget.
And the author provides concrete, objective information on when to sell and when to hold
through economic hard times, personal crises, and life’s natural changes—especially prescient
this year as the pandemic begins to wane and we all enter a new phase in life.

20% OFF PROMO CODE STILL VALID
FOR BOOK CLUB MEMBERS
We are still offering free shipping to Hawai‘i addresses for orders of $30 and over. And be
sure to use your Book Club member promo code to get 20% off all regular-priced books! Let
your family and friends know that if they join our Book Club they will receive a special promo
code and receive notice of all our upcoming promotions.
CURBSIDE PICK UP is still available. Just call us at 808-732-1709 when you’re here and we will
bring your order out!

BACK IN PRINT
A young, abandoned Hawaiian boy, ‘Īkauikalani, living among
the homeless in Ala Moana Park, spends his days observing
tourists, swimming in the ocean, and rummaging for loose
change and garbage. But ‘Īkau can see the future in the
movements of the clouds. In a dream, his deceased
grandmother speaks to him: find Mariah Wong, a name that
means nothing to him. When a homeless man named Hawaiian
is killed in the park, ‘Īkau is left with his journal which chronicles
Hawaiian’s journey from prison inmate to citizen of the world.
This sends ‘Īkau on a journey of his own to find the mysterious
Mariah Wong. In the process, he discovers the beauty of the
Hawaiian landscape, the power of his culture, and the rich
history of his own family.

ABOUT THE AUTHOR
Matthew Kaopio began his career as a mouth-brush artist and writer while going through
rehabilitation after a 1994 diving accident that left him a quadriplegic. His first book, Hawaiian
Family Legends, married the ancient Hawaiian tradition of oral story-telling with the modern art
form of painting. Written in the Sky is based on his experiences while spending time in Ala
Moana Park during his early days of rehabilitation. Written in the Sky is an adaptation of his
master’s thesis in Pacific Island Studies which he received in May 2004 from the University of
Hawai‘i at Mānoa. Sadly, Matthew passed away in 2018.
5 x 8 in., 160 pages, softcover, $12.95

FOR THE GRADUATES
Got some new graduates in the house? Gift them a copy of
Hawai‘i’s Best Quick & Easy Recipes by Jean Watanabe Hee so
they can head out to college armed with easy-to-make, local
recipes that will help remind them of home and comfort them
when they’re homesick.
Written in an inviting and easy-to-follow style that will appeal to
novice cooks and experienced chefs alike, these recipes cover a
wide range of dishes—from simple, tasty appetizers to rich main
courses like Furikake Salmon, to delectable desserts like Easy
Mint Chocolate Chip Pie. In between are local favorites like
Shoyu Poke, Oxtail Soup with Red Beans, Tofu Salad, Korean
Burgers, Side Street Pork Chops, and Miso Chicken.
6 x 9 in., 144 pp, softcover, wire-o binding

WHAT WE’RE WORKING ON
Vegan chef Lillian Cumic is back with a second cookbook titled
Tasting Hawai‘i Vegan-Style. Look for her new book this Fall,
featuring more information for those new to veganism and over
120 plant-based AND gluten-free recipes including basic, mustknow sauces and condiments, pūpū, finger foods perfect for
picnics at the beach, soups, poke, salads, cheeses (yes, vegan
cheeses), and out of the box recipes like vegan “drumsticks,”
chik’n nuggets, “calamari,” and more.
Here’s a sneak peek! This is a vegan poke bowl with
mushrooms, beets, tofu, watercress, and more.

TWO NEW COOKBOOKS BY MURIEL MIURA
Saturday, June 12, family and friends will be celebrating Muriel Miura’s life at 11 am at Hosoi
Garden Mortuary on O‘ahu (also available on Zoom). In honor of her remarkable life, we are
releasing her last two cookbooks this fall: Home Cooking, Hawai‘i Style, and a dim sum cookbook
co-written by Lynette Lo Tom who has stepped in to finish what Muriel started and always
wanted to finish.

Home Cooking, Hawai‘i-Style is a collection of “old-time favorite”
recipes reflecting and celebrating Hawai‘i’s ethnic and cultural
diversity. Muriel offers helpful tips on “stretching food dollars”
by doing simple things such as preparing less food, sticking to a
list when grocery shopping, and shopping without a basket to
eliminate the inclination to impulse buy.

FEATURED RECIPE—Hanamaulu Café Chicken
This recipe is from Back in the Day, by Lynette Lo Tom.
The now-shuttered Hanamaulu Café was beloved by many on
Kaua‘i and its food was legendary. Here is a recipe that claims
to duplicate the delicious chicken. It is similar to mochiko
chicken in that the meat is marinated, then fried.
Makes enough to take to a party
5 pounds chicken thighs, deboned and cut into bite-sized pieces
½ cup flour
½ cup cornstarch
2 cups vegetable oil
Marinade:
½ cup soy sauce
½ cup sugar
2 teaspoons sesame oil
1 teaspoon oyster sauce
1 teaspoon vinegar
1 teaspoon whiskey, substitute any liquor
1 teaspoon salt
¼ teaspoon ginger powder
¼ teaspoon garlic powder
Combine marinade ingredients and pour over chicken. Cover and refrigerate overnight.

In a deep fryer or large pot, heat oil to 350°F. Combine flour and
cornstarch on a plate or using a bag. Remove chicken from
marinade and dredge in flour-cornstarch mixture. Deep-fry in
batches over medium-high heat until cooked, about 5 minutes.
Serve hot or at room temperature.
Note: Update the taste by replacing ginger and garlic powder
with ½ teaspoon grated ginger and ½ teaspoon minced garlic.

BOOK NEWS
National print sales continue to rise over two percent from a year ago. Add to this increases in
online sales and warehouse clubs, books have shown remarkable strength during Covid. Book
sales are hampered in Hawai‘i by the small number of bookstores. Book buyers can order
online, visit our office bookstore, or shop at the amazing independent bookstores across the
state.

HALL OF FAME
Every issue, we visit an out-of-print title that has become a publishing classic. Titles are on
display when you visit the Mutual Publishing Bookstore in Mutual’s office.
Hawai‘i The Big Island: A Visit to a Realm of Beauty, History and Fire
Over 60,000 copies sold!
Hawaii The Big Island: A Visit to a Realm of Beauty, History and
Fire, published in 1988,
was the first modernday coffee table
pictorial exclusively on
the Island of Hawai‘i;

hitherto, coverage of the Big Island was relegated as sections or chapters in general coffee table
books on Hawai‘i.
The island of Hawai‘i teems with remote tropical forests, water-carved valleys, empty stretches
of desert, frozen fields of lava, black, white and green sand beaches, fountains of fire, cattlegrazing pastures, rugged coastlines and wind-swept cliffs.
Sites of ancient Hawaiian villages and temples,
churches and plantation towns tell the story of
the emergence of a multiethnic island people.
Hawai‘i The Big Island: A Visit to a Realm of
Beauty, History and Fire satisfies the wanderlust
of the Big Island explorer using modern and
vintage images with words of the past and words
of the present revealing the many faces and
moods of this unique island. From the summit of
the tallest volcano in the world, to the active fire
pits of Kīlauea Crater, to the remote Hawaiian
valley of Waipi‘o, nature is presented at its
resplendent best. The reader can follow ancient
trails, sail past pristine beaches, ski snow clad
volcanic slopes, walk upon cooling fields of lava,
savor the aroma and beauty of island flora,
explore underwater reefs and luxuriate in the
some of the world's most exciting resorts.
As the pictorial visitor tours Hawai‘i, time will
slowly cease to have relevance and the Big Island
becomes not just a place but a way of life in
which human aspirations and needs balance
history and nature's beauty and fire.

Glen Grant was well-known in Hawai‘i as a historian, folklorist, “ghost story” teller, historical
interpreter and walking tour guide. His Mutual titles include: Obake Files, Obake: Ghost Stories
in Hawai‘i; From the Skies of Paradise: O‘ahu; Hawaii the Big Island; A Visit to a Realm of
Beauty, History and Fire; and Ellison Onizuka: A Remembrance (co-author).

THIS MONTH IN HISTORY
June 3, 1872—Henry Berger arrives from Germany to conduct
the Royal Hawaiian Band. He holds this post for 43 years.
June 4, 1971—The $62 million Sheraton Waikiki opens.
June 11, 1877—Kapi‘olani Park opens.
June 14, 1852—A new constitution is promulgated by Kamehameha
III, replacing the 1840 version.
June 19, 1856—King Kamehameha IV
marries Emma Rooke at Kawaiaha‘o
Church.
June 26, 1997—Beloved Hawaiian singer Israel Kamakawiwo‘ole
dies at the age of 38.

MUTUAL’S 2020 CATALOG
Our 2020 catalog featuring over 330 books is available on our
website. Click here to view a PDF. Or, call us at 808-732-1709 to ask
for a catalog and we will mail one to you.

